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Abstract—Layer assignment, a major step in global routing of integrated circuits, is usually performed to assign segments of nets to multiple layers. Besides the traditional optimization goals such as overflow and via count, interconnect delay plays an important role in determining chip performance and has been attracting much attention in recent years. Accordingly, in this paper, we propose MiniDelay, a timing-aware layer assignment algorithm to minimize delay for advanced technology nodes, taking both wire congestion and coupling effect into account. MiniDelay consists of the following three key techniques: 1) a non-default-rule routing technique is adopted to reduce the delay of timing critical nets, 2) an effective congestion assessment method is proposed to optimize delay of nets and via count simultaneously, and 3) a net scalpel technique is proposed to further reduce the maximum delay of nets, so that the chip performance can be improved in a global manner. Experimental results on multiple benchmarks confirm that the proposed algorithm leads to lower delay and few vias, while achieving the best solution quality among the existing algorithms with the shortest runtime.

Index Terms—layer assignment, delay, non-default-rule wires, congestion, via

I. INTRODUCTION

Layer assignment is an important phase in global routing. In this phase, segments of each net are assigned to certain metal layers. The results of layer assignment have great influence on interconnect delay, which is one of the important factors determining chip performance. During layer assignment, routing area is divided into several metal layers, particularly in advanced technology nodes, the wire width and wire spacing in upper layers are usually greater than that in lower layers, leading to a relatively small resistance of wires in upper layers [1], [2]. Accordingly, assigning timing critical nets to upper layers is good for improving the timing behaviors and thus improving the overall performance of chips.

On the other hand, the use of non-default rule (NDR) wires is an effective way to reduce interconnect delay and has been widely adopted in previous work [3]–[5]. NDR wires have two types: wide wires and parallel wires. The width of a wide wire is limited by manufacturing and can only be a predefined value. In the lower layer of advanced technology nodes, NDR wires can only be implemented in the form of parallel wires [6]. In Fig. 1, a black frame denotes the routing area of a certain layer, a red rectangle denotes a pin, a blue rectangle denotes a wire, and a broken line denotes a track. Using a default-width wire, a wide wire, and parallel wires to connect two pins are shown in Fig. 1b, Fig. 1c, and Fig. 1d, respectively. Although NDR wires require more routing area than the traditional default-width wires as Fig. 1 shows, NDR wires can reduce delay by reducing wire resistance.

Besides, routing area of each layer has its upper limit. If too many wires are assigned to upper layers, or NDR wires are used excessively to reduce delay, congestion becomes worse. As a result, routability is worse and the density of wires is increased. The high density of wires can lead to an increase in capacitance due to coupling effect, thereby affecting the timing behaviors negatively. Therefore, the use of routing area and NDR wires should be coordinated properly. Furthermore, since vias can also introduce extra delay to circuits, reducing the number of vias in the chip should also be considered carefully, and thus generating a layer assignment solution with low cost and high performance.

Vias and congestion are important issues in layer assignment, and some studies focused on them [7]–[11]. As VLSI technology enters the nanoscale, interconnect delay becomes a critical factor in circuit performance and is studied by [12]–[21]. Researches [12], [13] showed that the timing constrained minimum cost layer assignment problem is NP-complete, and proposed a fully polynomial time approximation solution. Research [14] developed post-routing layer assignment for double patterning and considered timing critical paths. Research [16] studied the more efficient layer assignment under a multilayer interconnect structure and focused on minimizing delay and via count. Research [18] proposed a timing model for critical paths that are allowed to propagate through several sequential stages. Research [19] proposed an incremental layer assignment framework, which aimed to optimize delay for timing critical nets. Research [20] proposed a timing-driven incremental layer assignment tool for reassigning layers among routing segments of nets. Although the use of parallel wires is a key technique for advanced technology nodes in the industry, [12]–[20] did not use parallel wires for layer assignment. Research [21] made up for this blank and proposed a delay-driven layer assignment (DLA) algorithm which consists of three stages. Although this recent work can effectively optimize delay with considering NDR wires and coupling effect, it has some shortcomings. 1) Much effort is wasted. Routability is neglected to obtain a low-delay solution at the first stage, but delay optimization is sacrificed for maintaining routability at the next stage. 2) It is inappropriate to use NDR wires in the process of reassigning nets with unnecessary overflow. The routing area occupied by these nets is congested and these nets are not necessarily timing-critical. 3) The assessment for congestion is limited. The congestion assessment method of DLA is not able to distinguish the differences of layer assignment solutions without
unnecessary overflow. 4) No specific strategy is proposed to optimize the maximum delay which is a key factor in limiting chip performance. 5) DLA is not conducive to optimizing the delay of timing critical nets especially the maximum delay. In the negotiation-based process, timing critical nets compete with timing non-critical nets for routing area without any privilege.

Accordingly, we propose MiniDelay, a multi-strategy timing-aware layer assignment algorithm considering congestion and coupling effect. This work can improve the quality of layer assignment solution by using NDR wires effectively. The contributions are outlined below.

- We adopt multiple strategies to optimize delay, including congestion awareness strategy (CAS), maximum-delay net scalpel (MNS) algorithm, negotiation-based method, segments distinguishing method, probabilistic estimation method and dynamic programming method.
- We propose a congestion awareness strategy to more fully consider congestion, which can reduce delay and via count.
- We propose a maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm to reduce the maximum delay which is an important factor affecting chip performance.
- We properly use NDR wires to reduce the delay of timing critical nets considering congestion and coupling effect. Currently, the use of NDR wires is semi-automatic rather than fully automatic in the industry, which is not good enough. But we realize using NDR wires fully automatically in this work.
- Experimental results show that when compared with [21], layer assignment solutions generated by our algorithm have been greatly improved in many aspects, among which the maximum delay is optimized for 14.8%, the via count is optimized for 3.6% and the runtime is optimized for 1.6%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem formulation. Section III introduces MiniDelay. Section IV shows the effectiveness of MiniDelay and the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The routing area contains multiple metal layers, and each layer is divided into several rectangles with the same size. Each rectangle is defined as a g-cell. In Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, m1, m2, and m3 denote three metal layers, respectively. Each layer is divided into many g-cells with the same size as shown in Fig. 2a. The gray blocks denote blockages occupying routing area as shown in Fig. 2b.

In global routing, each g-cell is abstracted into a point without geometric dimensions, and routing area can be described as the model shown in Fig. 2c. Adjacent g-cells in the preferred direction of the same layer are connected by edges. Two adjacent layers are connected by vias. The edge capacity is the number of available routing tracks of this edge. If the number of tracks occupied by objects such as nets and blockages is more than the capacity of an edge, an overflow occurs. The overflow of edge e is computed as follows:

$$of(e) = \begin{cases} u(e) - c(e) & \text{if } e \text{ has overflow} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $u(e)$ and $c(e)$ denote the current usage and the capacity of $e$, respectively.

Layer assignment is expressed as follows. In Fig. 2c, the set of g-cells is denoted by $V_k$, the set of edges is denoted by $E_k$, and a k-layer structure routing area is denoted by $G_k(V_k,E_k)$. The horizontal projections of $G_k$, $V_k$ and $E_k$ are denoted by $G$, $V$ and $E$, respectively. The 2D model $G(V,E)$ from $G_k(V_k,E_k)$ is shown in Fig. 2d. Let $S$ denote a 2D global routing solution on $G$, and $S_k$ denote a 3D global routing solution on $G_k$. The task of layer assignment is to assign each segment of $S$ to a corresponding edge of $G_k$ to get $S_k$. $e_i$ is a 2D edge of $G$ and $e_{i,j}$ is the corresponding 3D edge of $G_k$, where $j$ denotes the $j$-th layer. For example, assigning $e_1$ in Fig. 2d to one of $e_{1,1}$ and $e_{1,3}$ in Fig. 2e is a simple instance for layer assignment. The layer assignment problem considered in this paper is to optimize both delay considering coupling effect and via count, subject to the congestion constraints. More details are introduced in this section.

A. Delay Model

Elmore delay model is used to calculate the delay of each net. Each net has multiple sinks and one source. Each sink has a loading capacitance and the source has a driving resistance. The delay $d(s)$ of a segment $s$ in a net is computed as follows:

$$d(s) = R(s) \times (C_{down}(s) + C(s)/2)$$

Fig. 1: (a) Two pins in a routing area. (b) Using a default-width wire to connect two pins. (c) Using a wide wire to connect two pins. (d) Using parallel wires to connect two pins.
where $R(s)$, $C(s)$ and $C_{down}(s)$ denote the resistance, capacitance and downstream capacitance of segment $s$, respectively.

The delay $d(p)$ is the total delay of all segments on a certain path $p$ from a sink to the source. $d(p)$ is computed as follows:

$$d(p) = \sum_{s \in S} d(s)$$

where $S$ denotes the set of all segments in the path $p$.

The delay of a net is the total weighted delay of all paths in this net. The delay of a net $n$ is denoted by $d(n)$ and is computed as follows:

$$d(n) = \sum_{p \in P} \alpha_p \times d(p)$$

where $P$ and $\alpha_p$ denote the set of all paths in net $n$ and the weight of path $p$, respectively. To make the delay of each path equally important, the weight of each path is set to $1/|P|$, where $|P|$ denotes the number of paths in net $n$.

Since coupling effect has influence on capacitance, coupling effect is considered in calculating delay. We adopt a probabilistic estimation method to obtain the average value of coupling capacitance to consider coupling effect [21].

B. Non-default-rule Wires

The default widths of different metal layers could be different. The default width of an upper metal layer is usually greater than that of a lower metal layer. In this paper, it is assumed that routing area consists of nine metal layers, the default widths are 1W, 2W, and 4W of the layers 1 to 4, 5 to 7, and 8 to 9, respectively. Furthermore, for timing critical nets, NDR wires can be used for them to reduce delay. NDR wires are parallel wires on layers 1 to 4 and wide wires on the other layers. Note that our layer assignment algorithm is not limited to the layer structure mentioned above, but can handle any layer structure.

Compared with default-width wires, NDR wires can reduce delay, but occupy more routing area. For example, to connect two pins, a default-width wire occupies one track while parallel wires occupy two tracks on the third layer. A default-width wire occupies one track while a wide wire occupies three tracks on the fifth layer. A wide wire whose width is greater than default width requires more wire spacing during the manufacturing process.

Since wide wires and parallel wires occupy more routing area, overusing them may make congestion worse. Therefore, NDR wires should be used properly.

C. Congestion Constraints

To ensure good routability, NDR wires should be used properly in layer assignment, and the routing area of each edge should not be over-occupied. Therefore, our work obeys the following congestion constraints:

$$TWO(S_k) = TWO(S)$$

$$MWO(S_k) = \lfloor MWO(S) \times (2/k) \rfloor$$

Equation (5) ensures that the wire overflow of the 3D layer assignment solution does not exceed that of the 2D global routing solution. Equation (6) ensures that the peak congestion of an edge in the 2D global routing solution can be assigned to its corresponding edges in the 3D layer assignment solution uniformly. Meanwhile, (6) takes into consideration the preferred direction. Furthermore, the overflow in our layer assignment algorithm is the unnecessary overflow relative to the 2D global routing solution. If a net passes through a grid edge that has unnecessary overflow, the net is called an illegal net.

III. MINIDELAY: MULTI-STRATEGY TIMING-AWARE LAYER ASSIGNMENT ALGORITHM

A. Congestion Awareness Strategy

To generate a better layer assignment solution, we propose a congestion awareness strategy. When considering congestion, many previous layer assignment algorithms only generate congestion cost in the event of overflow. However, when assigning a segment, even if there are two or more layer assignment solutions without overflow, these solutions are different in influencing both local congestion and the flexibility of assigning subsequent nets. To more fully consider congestion, the congestion cost is defined as follows:

$$cong(s_c) = \frac{dc(e)}{tc(e)} + \frac{gc(e)}{mc(e)} - \frac{te(e)}{mc(e)} + ofc(e)$$

where $cong(s_c)$ denotes the congestion cost of assigning segment $s$ to 3D edge $e$. $dc(e)$ denotes the number of tracks that have been used by nets in $e$. $gc(e)$ denotes the number of tracks that are to be used by currently assigned net in $e$. $mc(e)$ denotes the total number of tracks in $e$, including those that cannot be used by nets, such as those occupied by blocks. $te(e)$ denotes the number of tracks that can be used by nets in $e$.

In (7), if $te(e)/mc(e)$ is large, routing area occupied by blocks is little. Routing area that can be used by nets is relatively adequate. Therefore, the cost of using edge $e$ should be reduced. Thus, the sign of the third item is negative. As for the other three items, if their values are large, edge $e$ is relatively congested. Therefore, the cost of using edge $e$ should be increased. Thus, the signs of these three terms are positive.

The first three items generate congestion cost no matter whether overflow exists or not, while the last item generates congestion cost if and only if overflow exists. To avoid using the edge with overflow, $ofc(e)$ is used to increase congestion cost greatly. $ofc(e)$ is computed as follows:
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\caption{(a) A routing area model.}
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\caption{(b) A layer assignment solution of $n_{11}$.}
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\caption{(c) A layer assignment solution of $n_{12}$ and $n_{21}$.}
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\caption{(d) Another layer assignment solution of $n_{11}$, $n_{21}$ and $n_{31}$.}
\end{subfigure}
\caption{Examples of layer assignment.}
\end{figure}
where \( h_e \) is history cost. \( h_e \) is set to 1 at initial stage, and the setting of \( h_e \) at other stages is introduced in Section III-C.

An example is used to explain this strategy. As shown in Fig. 3a, the routing area has six g-cells. Three of the g-cells are located in the first layer, and the other three are located in the third layer. The preferred direction of these two layers are the same. \( e_{i,j} \) denotes a 3D edge connecting adjacent g-cells in the preferred direction of the same layer, \( j \) denotes the \( j \)-th layer, and \( i \) denotes the \( i \)-th edge. The four edges in Fig. 3 are denoted as \( e_{1,1}, e_{2,1}, e_{1,3} \) and \( e_{2,3} \). \( mc(e_{1,1}) \), the total number of tracks in \( e_{1,1} \), is 2. Blockages occupy all the tracks of \( e_{1,1} \), thus \( tc(e_{1,1}) \) is 0. In this example, \( mc(e_{2,1}), mc(e_{1,3}), mc(e_{2,3}), tc(e_{2,1}), tc(e_{1,3}) \) and \( tc(e_{2,3}) \) are 2, \( ge(e_{i,j}) \) is 1 for each edge.

In Fig. 3, there are three nets, the order of assignment is \( n_1, n_2, n_3 \), and the color of them are red, green and orange, respectively. In Fig. 3b, \( n_1 \) has been assigned but \( n_2 \) and \( n_3 \) have not. If congestion is assessed based on (8), the solution in Fig. 3c and the solution in Fig. 3d are equivalent for \( n_2 \). Besides, since each segment is assigned from the bottom layer to the top layer, the priority of the solution in Fig. 3c is higher than that in Fig. 3d for \( n_2 \). Therefore, the solution in Fig. 3c is selected eventually. Then the solution of \( n_3 \) is shown in Fig. 3c. However, based on (7), as for \( n_2 \), the value of \( cong(s_{e_{2,1}}) \) is the calculation result of the four items whose values are 0.5, 0.5, 1.0, and 0.0, respectively, for the solution of Fig. 3c while that are 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, and 0.0, respectively, for the solution of Fig. 3d. Therefore, the cost of the solution in Fig. 3c is greater than that of the solution in Fig. 3d for \( n_2 \). Thus, the solution in Fig. 3d is selected eventually. And the solution of \( n_3 \) is shown in Fig. 3d.

Both the solution in Fig. 3c and the solution in Fig. 3d satisfy the congestion constraints, but delay and via count of the solution in Fig. 3d are smaller. Therefore, based on congestion awareness strategy, a better layer assignment solution can be selected.

\[ af(e) = af(e) \times h_e \]  
(8)

B. Maximum-delay Net Scalpel Algorithm

The maximum delay is a key factor affecting chip performance. Accordingly, maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm is proposed to optimize the maximum delay. The basic idea can be expressed as follows: if there are timing non-critical nets that share routing area with the maximum-delay net, the routing area occupied by timing non-critical nets is released for the maximum-delay net to optimize the maximum delay.

An example is used to explain this algorithm. In Fig. 4, \( n_1 \) is a timing non-critical net and \( n_2 \) is the maximum-delay net. The color of \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) are orange and red, respectively. The order of assignment is \( n_1, n_2 \), Fig. 4a shows the 2D routing solution of \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) that compete for routing area. In 3D routing area, the capacity of each edge is 1. The wire resistance of an upper layer is less than that of a lower layer. To reduce the maximum delay, the routing area of an upper layer should be used preferentially by the maximum-delay net. Before using maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, Fig. 4b shows the layer assignment solution of \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \). With maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, the layer assignment solution of \( n_2 \) is adjusted to the solution shown in Fig. 4c without considering the congestion constraints. To ensure good routability, the layer assignment solution of \( n_1 \) is adjusted to the solution shown in Fig. 4d with considering the congestion constraints. Fig. 4d shows the final layer assignment solution of \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \). Therefore, based on maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, the solution of the maximum-delay net can be adjusted for better timing behaviors without making routability worse.

C. Algorithm Flow

The proposed layer assignment algorithm is to optimize delay with considering coupling effect, subject to the congestion constraints based on (5) and (6). NDR wires are used properly to reduce delay without making routability worse. The proposed algorithm consists of four stages: initial stage, repair stage, optimization stage and refinement stage. Based on dynamic programming, nets are assigned one by one at each stage. To consider delay, via count and congestion comprehensively, the cost function is computed as follows:

\[ \alpha \times d(n) + \beta \times vc(n) + \gamma \times \sum_{s_e \in n} cong(s_e) \]  
(9)

where \( d(n) \) denotes the delay of net \( n \) and \( vc(n) \) denotes the via count of net \( n \). According to several experimental tests, the values of \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are set to 10, 1 and 1, respectively. At the first three stages, \( \alpha \), \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are set to 10, 1.5 and 1, respectively.

Initial stage generates a primary layer assignment solution for subsequent stages. Nets are assigned according to the default order in the benchmark. To avoid wasting much effort, attention is not only focused on delay but also focused on congestion. Congestion awareness strategy is adopted to assess congestion in these four stages. Besides, via count should be considered as well. The via delay of a net is an important component of the total delay, and reducing via count can optimize the assignment cost. Therefore, to generate a good primary solution, delay, congestion and via count are all considered. Furthermore, although it does not ensure that the primary solution satisfies the congestion constraints, the burden of the next stage can be reduced since the congestion is considered at this stage. It is mainly reflected in saving runtime and reducing delay.

The main task of repair stage is to reassign illegal nets until the congestion constraints are satisfied. The negotiation-based
TABLE I: Experimental results with and without maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>MNS</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>MNS</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>MNS</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>MNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sp1</td>
<td>640049</td>
<td>640115</td>
<td>640087</td>
<td>640129</td>
<td>640049</td>
<td>640115</td>
<td>640049</td>
<td>640115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp2</td>
<td>544598</td>
<td>544621</td>
<td>544598</td>
<td>544621</td>
<td>544598</td>
<td>544621</td>
<td>544598</td>
<td>544621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp3</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
<td>211244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp4</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
<td>897156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp5</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
<td>594642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp6</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
<td>624896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sp7</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
<td>638299</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

method is adopted to guide layer assignment. Specifically, if a segment is assigned to an edge whose all routing area is occupied by other segments or blockages, the congestion cost of using this edge is increased to avoid assigning a segment to this edge. The expression of \( h_e \) in (8) is computed as follows:

\[
h_{e+1}^i = \begin{cases} 
    h_e^i + \rho \times 2^i & \text{if } e \text{ has overflow} \\
    0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( h_e^i \) and \( h_{e+1}^i \) are the history cost of \( e \) at the \( i \)-th and the \( (i+1) \)-th iteration, respectively. \( \rho \) is a parameter set to 0.05 according to experimental tests.

NDR wires are prohibited at repair stage. The nets that are reassigned at this stage are illegal nets. The routing area occupied by these nets is relatively congested and these nets are not necessarily timing-critical. Thus, it is inappropriate to use NDR wires for these nets.

At optimization stage, maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm is adopted to optimize the maximum delay. This stage reassigns timing critical nets. Therefore, NDR wires are allowed to be used for the timing critical segments of timing critical nets. Timing critical segments are the segments close to the source of a net. To distinguish timing critical segments from timing non-critical segments in a net, segments distinguishing method is adopted. With segments distinguishing method, segments closer to the source of a net are given higher scores while segments farther from the source are given lower scores. In this way, the maximum delay can be reduced, and the use of NDR wires is strictly limited to avoid making routability worse.

All nets are sorted according to delay of each net at refinement stage. Based on this order, subject to the congestion constraints, all nets are ripped up and reassigned once for delay optimization. Although delay and via count are two different goals, to some extent, they are positively correlated. Therefore, attention to via count is increased at this stage, which is reflected in setting the value of \( \beta \) in (9). We tried several values in the range of 0.5-15 with a gradient of 0.25. In multi-group parameter experiments, setting \( \beta \) to 1.5 has the best effect. Besides, the top 5% of nets are allowed to use NDR wires, and other nets are only allowed to use the default-width wires.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed MiniDelay has been implemented in C++ language on a Linux workstation with 3.5 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 128 GB memory. To compare the experimental results fairly, we run the program of DLA in the same experimental environment and use the same DAC12 routability-driven placement benchmarks. Each benchmark has a multilayer structure. Since the overflow of the 2D global routing solution is 0 in each benchmark, the layer assignment solutions generated by our algorithm and DLA have no overflow subject to the congestion constraints. Therefore, no data about overflow is shown in experimental results.

A. Validation of Maximum-delay Net Scalpel Algorithm

To illustrate the effectiveness of maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, we conduct two experiments to compare the results in Table I. “MNS” and “NO MNS” denote the algorithm with and without maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, respectively. “MD” and “TD” denote the delay of the maximum-delay net and total delay of all nets, respectively. “#vc” denotes the via count of all nets. “AVG” is the average value of all benchmarks. “ratio” is the average ratio of the MNS values to corresponding NO MNS values in each benchmark. The time unit for the delay results is picosecond. In Table I, maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm can reduce the maximum delay by 12.3%, and have a positive impact on total delay and via count. In summary, maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm can effectively optimize delay, especially the maximum delay.

B. Validation of Congestion Awareness Strategy

To illustrate the effectiveness of congestion awareness strategy, we conduct two experiments to compare the results in Table II. “CAS” and “NO_CAS” denote the algorithm with and without congestion awareness strategy, respectively. The average delays of the top 0.5%, 1%, and 5% timing-critical nets are respectively shown in the “0.5%”, “1%”, and “5%” columns of Table II. As shown in Table II, with congestion awareness strategy, the reduction rates are 4.6%, 6.9%, 4.0%, 4.4%, 5.4%, and 1.0% for the total delay, the maximum delay, the top 0.5% delay, the top 1% delay, the top 5% delay, and via count, respectively.

C. Final Comparison: Validation of MiniDelay

To illustrate the advantage of our algorithm, we conduct two experiments to compare the results in Table III. MiniDelay denotes the full version of our algorithm and DLA denotes the algorithm of [21]. As shown in Table III, our delay values and via count are better than DLA, and the average runtime whose unit is second is also better than DLA. The reduction rates are 9.1%, 14.8%, 9.8%, 10.9%, 12.1%, 3.6%, and 1.6% for the total delay, the maximum delay, the top 0.5% delay, the top 1% delay, the top 5% delay, via count, and runtime, respectively.

Specially, congestion awareness strategy has a positive impact on reducing delay and via count of all nets. Maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm can effectively reduce the maximum delay. Besides, considering congestion at initial stage also helps to reduce the total delay and via count. This approach also reduces the workload of repair stage and the runtime is saved. NDR wires are used for the timing critical nets at optimization and refinement stages. In this way, the purpose of not excessively occupying routing area is achieved by limiting the use of NDR wires, and NDR wires are used in a targeted manner for the timing critical segments of timing critical nets to improve delay.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a four-stage MiniDelay which includes congestion awareness strategy, maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm, negotiation-based method, segments distinguishing method, probabilistic estimation method and dynamic
programming method. Congestion awareness strategy is proposed to assess the congestion for guiding layer assignment. Maximum-delay net scalpel algorithm is adopted to reduce the maximum delay which is an important factor in affecting chip performance. Both congestion and coupling effect are considered for delay calculation and routability, NDR wires are used properly to reduce the delay of timing critical nets. As the experimental results show, our layer assignment algorithm can optimize the maximum delay, the total delay, timing critical nets delay, via count and runtime well, and finally achieve the best solution quality among the existing algorithms with shortest runtime.
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